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Abstract: The Communist Party of China focuses on world peace and cooperation, with comparative education playing a

key role. This field analyzes global educational systems, enhancing diplomacy and cross-cultural understanding. It

cultivates global talents and shares Chinese educational advancements, evolving to meet current challenges through

enhanced research and international collaborations, thus contributing to a harmonious global community.
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1 Introduction
The world, marked by multipolarity and globalization, sees intricate inter-country relationships and the rise of diverse

nations. Human sociality, with shared norms and goals, underscores the importance of a global mindset. The concept of a

shared future, embracing political trust, economic integration, and cultural inclusiveness, is central [1][2]. China advocates

this vision, emphasizing respect, fairness, and justice, and actively engages in international collaboration to promote this

vision [3].

Comparative education in China is key to educational reform, offering global insights and strategies to enhance

quality and cultivate competitive talents. It promotes international cooperation, boosting China's educational standing and

aiding global development.

2 Analyzing comparative education under the community of shared future for humanity
2.1 Cultural inclusiveness: in line with the concept of a community of shared future

Comparative education addresses global educational disparities, advocating for equity and justice. It fosters

international collaboration and exchange, which is crucial for mutual understanding and cultural respect in a connected

global community.

2.2 International vision: building a "magpie bridge" for communication in the global village

Comparative pedagogy, studying global educational systems and practices, promotes insights and international

cooperation for a shared human future. Originating in 19th-century Europe and America, it emphasizes cross-cultural

research in education.

The comparative pedagogy enables countries to learn from each other's educational successes and avoid mistakes,

fostering reforms and international cooperation. Studying diverse educational systems deepens understanding of cultures

and values, enhancing international relations and reducing cultural conflict.
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2.3 Practicality: a "new force" for building a community with a shared future for mankind

Comparative education, examining global educational systems, aids in identifying and integrating the best practices

for educational reform. It cultivates talents with cross-cultural and international perspectives, which is crucial for fostering

innovation and a unified global community.

Comparative education scholars exchange research and strategies, aiding international projects and addressing

educational challenges. Their work provides global perspectives for equitable solutions to global educational issues.

3 The historical responsibility of comparative education in the context of the shared future

for mankind
3.1 Keep pace with the times

In our interconnected world, the role of comparative education in fostering a global community is vital. It innovates to

tackle globalization's challenges, such as cultural conflicts and uneven educational resources. Scholars aim to integrate

diverse educational values into a unified concept, addressing the complexities of global education.

Global education cooperation is essential. Guided by evolving theories, comparative educators balance domestic

features with foreign advantages. Technological advances in online and AI education demand innovation in comparative

education to meet global needs.

3.2 To help with the "voice of China"

Comparative education, crucial in our globalized world, analyzes national education systems, enhancing cross-

cultural dialogue and reducing conflicts. It addresses educational inequalities and fosters global cooperation and stability.

Beyond system analysis, it promotes cultural exchanges and nurtures globally-aware citizens, which is the key to a unified

global community [4].

3.3 Cultivating talents for the country

Comparative education is key in our globalized world, fostering international talents for a shared future. It enhances

cross-cultural skills by studying diverse educational systems, aiding in resolving cultural conflicts and boosting

international cooperation. It broadens students' global views, preparing them for a globally interconnected era.

Comparative education equips students with international skills and addresses global challenges, preparing them for

global leadership. It values cross-cultural competency and adaptability, sharpening their career prospects as future global

citizens.

3.4 Help us with globalization

In a globalized world, comparative education is key to understanding China's unique educational system, influenced

by millennia of civilization and philosophies like Confucianism and Taoism, which fosters international respect for China's

approach. With China's rising global influence, its educational model becomes globally significant, allowing other

countries to learn from its successes and contributing to worldwide educational progress [5].

As China's global role expands, more foreign students study there. Comparative education gives them an objective

view of Chinese education, aiding adaptation and integration. It enhances educational exchanges and collaboration between

China and other nations, evolving Chinese education and building mutual trust. This international exposure boosts China's

global image and cultural soft power, leading to a positive global perception of China. Comparative education aligns

Chinese education with global education trends, highlighting the importance of comparative education in promoting a

community with a shared future for mankind.

4 The perfect idea of comparative education under the background of sharing the fate of

mankind
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4.1 Make the goal richer

In our globalized era, comparative education adapts to multicultural integration, emphasizing cross-cultural

commonalities. It advocates for mutual learning, global justice, and social development, addressing educational disparities.

Adapting to the internet age, it employs new perspectives and methodologies for a fair and effective shared human future.

Additionally, comparative education should integrate global educational resources, enhancing global interconnectivity.

Research should compare and integrate different educational models, fostering sustainable global educational development.

4.2 Make the object more diverse

Amid globalization's challenges and opportunities, comparative education must broaden its scope beyond traditional

schooling to include informal, family, and community education, embracing cultural diversity and various educational

systems worldwide.

As science and technology advance, emerging forms like online education and AI demand expansion in comparative

education research. To address global issues like unequal resource distribution, this field must focus on educational equity,

resource allocation, and student mobility, offering theoretical and practical solutions for global educational fairness.

4.3 Expand the field

In a connected world, comparative pedagogy broadens its focus, analyzing global education to address shared

challenges. It seeks universal principles, acknowledging that one country's experiences may not be universally applicable.

Comparative education must collaborate with fields such as economics, sociology, and psychology, and integrate new

technologies such as IT and artificial intelligence into its research to adapt education to the constantly evolving social,

economic, and technological environment.

4.4 Research methods should keep pace with the times

Comparative pedagogy needs innovation, blending interdisciplinary methods to tackle global education challenges. It

must integrate quantitative and qualitative approaches, embrace cultural diversity while focusing on global best practices.

Comparative pedagogy should utilize big data and AI for in-depth research, focusing on practical problem-solving.

Active engagement with educators, students, and parents ensures authentic, nuanced insights in a globally connected world.

5 Conclusion
Comparative Education is vital in our shared human destiny, fostering international cooperation and nurturing global

talents. It mitigates conflicts by addressing educational inequalities and promoting cultural exchanges, contributing to a

harmonious global community. With the responsibility of shaping China's educational voice, it provides global

perspectives and solutions for a shared future. As China's influence grows, comparative education offers foreign students

an objective view of Chinese education, facilitating their adaptation and integration.
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